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What does financial freedom mean to you?The Wise Investor is an inspiring parable about
building what author Rich Fettke calls Real Wealth, the foundation of financial freedom. It tells
the story of Ryan Brooks, a husband, father, and CaptivSoft’s hard-working lead coder who, with
the help of a new friend and mentor, finds a different path to financial security for himself and his
family and becomes wealthy in more ways than he thought possible. In it you’ll learn: • Why
working endless hours to climb the corporate ladder in search of "enough" may never give you
the financial security you want.• The true cost of a life lived on someone else’s terms—your
time—which no amount of money can ever buy back.• How to shift the limiting beliefs that might
be keeping you stuck and blind to what’s possible for your finances and your life.• An
actionable, play-by-play guide to transforming your financial situation by taking charge of your
habits so you can live your best life now, not in some far-off future.Whether you seek an
investment path that allows you to overcome the fear and overwhelm or are struggling just to
start, the advice and wisdom in this book will help you get on track to financial freedom. If you’ve
ever sought to build wealth, secure your financial future, and live a life that aligns with your
values and dreams sooner rather than later, this heartwarming story about one family’s financial
transformation will help shine the way. Are you on the right path to financial freedom?In Rich's
words: "In writing The Wise Investor, I dedicated myself to creating a story that would inspire and
educate — and help you believe that you can live life on your own terms. Real wealth is having
the money and the freedom to do what you want, when you want, with the people you want to be
with. Each of us has the power to secure financial freedom by believing in what is possible in our
lives and taking action to achieve it. If you agree… your transformation has already started."  



PRAISE FOR RICH FETTKE andThe Wise Investor“Great stories have the power to change a
person’s views, their path, and their future and I believe this book will do just that and more. Rich
has packed into this book all the knowledge and inspiration someone needs to build real
wealth!”Brandon TurnerAuthor of The Book on Rental Property Investing“The Wise Investor is a
wonderful read and will show you how to live a life you truly love. This book will dispel some of
the myths of success you may have adopted along the way that have held you back from having
what Rich Fettke so aptly points to as real wealth.”Kristine CarlsonCo-author of the Don't Sweat
the Small Stuff books“In The Wise Investor Rich Fettke has created a story that will captivate
you, educate you, and inspire you to behave in ways that put you on a path to financial freedom
and a life of purpose.”Robert KiyosakiAuthor of Rich Dad Poor Dad“Rich and I have gotten to
know each other well over the years and I can tell you from my personal experience that he ‘lives
and breathes’ the deep, life-changing messages in this book. People chase money in a financial
system that is not set up for you to win. There is a better way and it’s not taught in schools, but it
can be learned from watching others and in reading books like The Wise Investor.“One of the
secrets we all chase is TIME and Rich does a masterful job of giving you some actionable steps
you can take to wrestle back your life and reprioritize your daily habits. I highly recommend this
book for anyone who has an open mind and wants to make some changes that will most
certainly change their life.”Ken McElroyAuthor, entrepreneur and real estate investor“Regardless
of what stage you are at in your journey of investing for your freedom, The Wise Investor is a
must read! You nailed it, Rich — I could not put it down. This book will inspire and challenge
anyone to take action.”Mike AyalaHost of the Investing for Freedom podcast“The Wise Investor
is a powerful book filled with important and timely wisdom. Rich Fettke takes us on an inspiring
journey and shows us how we can live with more freedom, joy, and abundance.“Mike
RobbinsAuthor of We’re All in This Together“The Wise Investor is a wise choice for anyone who
wants to create financial freedom and an abundant life. Read this book to overcome your fear,
move beyond your limiting beliefs, and take action to create YOUR dream and future. I’m giving it
to my daughter (24) and son (22) — knowing it will give them the blueprint to create the income
and freedom they want.”Jon GordonAuthor of The Carpenter and The Energy BusIf you
purchase this book without a cover you should be aware that this book may have been stolen
property and reported as “unsold and destroyed” to the publisher. In such case neither the
author nor the publisher has received any payment for this “stripped book.”This publication is a
work of fiction and names, characters, places, and incidents are products of the author’s
imagination or are used fictitiously in a story designed to provide competent and reliable
information regarding the subject matter covered.However, it is sold with the understanding that
the author and publisher are not engaged in rendering accounting, architectural, financial, legal,
real estate, or other professional advice. Laws and practices often vary from state to state and
country to country and if legal or other expert assistance is required, the services of a
professional should be sought.The author and publisher specifically disclaim any liability that is
incurred from the use or application of the contents of this book.Copyright © 2022 Rich FettkeAll



rights reserved. Except as permitted under the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, no part of this
publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means or stored
in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of the publisher.Any
registered trademarks referenced in this book are the property of their respective
owners.Published by:Highline Press, an imprint of RDA Press LLCScottsdale, ArizonaPrinted in
the United States of AmericaFirst Edition Hardcase: 978-1-937832-73-5First Edition eBook:
978-1-937832-75-9realwealth.com032022FOREWORDThis is probably not the first book on
finance you’ve ever picked up. People interested in their financial future tend to be serial readers
of investment books. For some, this is because they have a growth mindset and constantly
hunger for more knowledge and wisdom, no matter how much success they have already
achieved. They know that there is always more to learn. For others, they just haven’t realized the
results they wanted. Were the books filled with one-size-fits-all formulas and useless
information? Probably not. It is much more likely that the reason the books did not help is that
the readers were not willing to do the work. Achieving financial freedom requires not only a shift
in mindset but the commitment to learn about money… and apply what you learn.When I wrote
Rich Dad Poor Dad over twenty-five years ago, I shared the story of growing up with two dads.
Both men were influential in my life, and their ideas about money could not have been more
different. The rich have very different ideas about money than the poor and middle class.
Wealthy people don’t earn their money by working harder. They put their money to work for them
by buying or building income-producing assets that bring passive income. I’ve talked with
thousands of people around the world whose lives are different — and better — today because
they’ve applied the lessons they’ve learned about putting their money to work.The book you hold
in your hands is not a how-to book on how to get rich, though it might inspire you to see wealth in
a whole new way. It is not a how-to book on investing, though it might inspire you to learn more
about investing. This is also not a how-to book on personal growth, goals, or self-discipline,
though it might inspire you to take a hard look at yourself and how you work toward reaching
your goals. The inspirational story told on these pages may shift the way you think about money,
wealth, and time and show you new ways to create the life you want for yourself and your
family.Over the years I’ve noticed that there are lots of people who know what they need to do
but for some reason refuse to do it. Financial success is not only about what you know, it’s about
how you behave. Rich Fettke has created a story that is more than just a fairy tale. It will
captivate you, educate you, and inspire you to behave in ways that put you on a path to financial
freedom and a life of purpose.Robert KiyosakiDEDICATIONThis book is dedicated to the many
mentors who have influenced my life. Especially my father, John Fettke, who showed me—by
example—how to live with integrity, take responsibility, and to be the type of person that others
can count on. I miss you and I love you, Papa.A Message fromthe Author“Mr. Fettke,” said my
oncologist. I knew in my gut what he was going to say before he said it, but I hoped I was wrong.
“The melanoma is not operable. I’m sorry, but best case—you probably have six months to live.”I
was only thirty-seven. I had a beautiful wife, two wonderful daughters, a thriving coaching



practice, and a freshly signed book deal with Simon & Schuster. I felt stoked and unstoppable. I
had so many goals and dreams, but the doctor’s words stopped me dead in my tracks and I
spent the next several months in fear for my life, holding my breath with every new test
conducted. It was a soul-searching moment in my life; full of tears, frustration, and
despair.Thankfully, the doctor’s diagnosis was wrong; the melanoma didn’t spread to my liver.
That was twenty years ago, and every day since has seemed like a miracle that inspired me to
make the most out of this life. Each day, I strive to be grateful for every second that I snatched
back from the brink by spending time with the people I love and doing what brings me joy.It’s
been said that every curse hides a blessing.That initial diagnosis caused my wife to find a way to
make ends meet if I died. She found mentors who helped guide her and led her to learn about
real estate investing. After I was healed, we began to invest and learned a way to financial
freedom. We wanted to help our friends and family do the same, so we formed what we thought
would be a small group of people to learn about investing together. Today that small group has
grown to over 60,000 members. The company that Kathy and I built, RealWealth, has helped
thousands of people create financial freedom in their own lives.Most people would probably
expect someone like me to write a self-help book or a how-to book on investing. Instead, I wrote
a story. Why? Because a story has the power to change perspectives, journeys, and futures. The
power of a story goes beyond simply relaying facts and information; it emotionalizes information,
allowing it to stimulate a change in both our attitudes and actions.My hope is that this story
inspires you first to get clarity about what your best life looks like and what really matters to you,
and then to go and live it.With that said, now is the best time in history for accessing information
and learning, and I haven’t helped tens of thousands of people achieve real wealth simply by
telling them stories. At the end of this book, there are resources to help you assess what matters
most to you in life, expand your financial intelligence, create more freedom with your time, and
grow your wealth.I wish you the best on your adventure.CHAPTERONERyan’s phone buzzed,
and he looked up from his computer screen. He’d been cranking out code for the past three
hours without a break, guzzling energy drinks and popping M&Ms, so the interruption provided a
much-needed distraction. Rolling his shoulders a few times to work out the kinks, Ryan reached
for his cell and swiped it open, expecting a message from his wife or maybe a member of his
coding team.Instead, a Facebook notification popped up. Apparently Billy, his college roommate,
recently took a Disney vacation with his family. Pictures of a laughing woman and children
looked back at Ryan through the phone screen. A smile flashed briefly across Ryan’s face before
a deep sense of longing washed it away. Tearing his gaze from the phone screen, Ryan looked
instead at the collage of photos taped above his office phone: he and his roommate in their cap
and gowns after graduation, some of his kids growing up through the years.Finally, his eyes
landed on one of Karisa and him on their honeymoon in Hawaii, hugging each other in front of an
azure ocean. They’d been so filled with excitement back then, making plans and planning
dreams. Next to the photo hung an index card with his favorite quote from college: ‘The more
that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll



go’—Dr. Seuss.That was their dream back then—going places. Traveling the world. Now, twelve
years later, he was forced to admit that they hadn’t gone anywhere. Rubbing the back of his
neck, he looked at the financial books lined up in a row on his desk: Dave Ramsey, David Bach,
Robert Kiyosaki. He remembered diligently reading them during his lunch breaks when he
began his job, trying to figure out the secret to making money. He flipped through one now, Rich
Dad Poor Dad smiling at the neat notes in the margins, then returned it. What had he done with
all that knowledge? Nothing. Were they any closer to their dreams? Not really.While Billy was
taking his family on exciting vacations, Ryan had worked his way up to be a coding team leader,
getting raises along the way, but it had never been enough for the kind of life they wanted to live.
The books he’d read all agreed that investing and earning some passive income was key, but
having enough money to invest was the problem. It seemed like making a little over six figures
and maxing his 401(k) should put them in good shape for that sort of thing, but once all their
expenses were covered, there wasn’t enough cash left over for investing. They’d save, then
along came the kids, then save some more, and bam—a car wreck out of nowhere or some
other random expense. There was always something. The books never seemed to address
those life-gets-in-the-way things. No matter how much more he made, their expenses seemed to
keep pace, and they never seemed to get ahead. Ryan touched the quote. I know a lot, Dr.
Seuss, he thought to himself. Enough to know that I don’t know enough.Maybe it was time to
read the books again. Even if travel was a pipe dream, he really needed to start thinking about
the future, saving for the kids’ college and his own retirement. He needed to stop
procrastinating.His cell rang.“Hey, babe,” he said.“Are you on your way?”“Huh?”“Did you forget
that we have to pick up the car at the shop this afternoon? They close at five,” said Karisa.Oh,
damn. “Sorry, I did forget. Can you get someone else to help you? I’m a little behind at work right
now.”“No, I can’t. You said you’d be home.”He bit on the end of his already well-chewed pen.
“Okay, I’ll tell Howard I need to leave early. Hopefully, it won’t be a big problem.” Howard wasn’t
going to like that. They had a deadline coming up.“Really? You’ve been working late every day
this week. The least they could do is let you go a couple of hours early. Also, the insurance
deductible is $1,000. We’ll need to pay when we pick up the car.”Ryan’s stomach clenched.
“Jeez!”“The total was over $3,000.”“Okay, I’m heading home now.” Ryan ran his hand through his
hair.“Please don’t be late. I need the car tomorrow. We need groceries, and I have to take the
kids to their sports practices.”“I’ll be there.”He hung up and debated which credit card to use for
the deductible. They had savings, but that was supposed to be their emergency fund. They had
both agreed they wouldn’t touch that. But did the interest on the credit card outweigh using the
savings?The clock on his computer said 3:34. He needed to leave now if he wanted to miss the
traffic. Sighing audibly, he grabbed his coat and backpack and headed for his boss’s
office.Howard looked up through the open door as he approached. “Ryan, get in here.”“Hey,
Howard. I need to leave early to pick up my wife’s car at the shop.”“Sit down. We need to talk,”
said Howard.“But I really—”“Sit down, Ryan.”The brown leather chair creaked as Ryan sat down.
At fifty-seven, Howard looked every bit the middle manager with his graying hair and paunch.



They’d always gotten along well, and Howard had even given him his last raise.The analytics
manager steepled his hands. “Ryan, I like you. You’re a hard worker, dependable, and smart.
Reminds me of myself at your age.”There was a pause, and Ryan almost said ‘thanks,’ but
Howard pushed on.“You’re on your way up, but you need to focus. We have a management
position opening soon. One of the Junior Operations managers is leaving in the summer, and
you would be perfect for that job, running herd over the other coders. You’re already one of our
best and have done all the training.”“I don’t know what to say.”“Well, are you interested? Are you
willing to do the work?”Ryan nodded. “I am. What do I have to do?”“I thought I had you pegged
right. I’ll be honest with you, it will mean longer hours in the office, coming in on the weekends.
You have to do the time. Also, upper management likes to see their managers giving back to the
community.”Ryan frowned. “Like donating?”“Donating is good of course, but they like to see you
getting your hands dirty, representing the company at charitable functions—like the Habitat for
Humanity Team Building event tomorrow.”Ryan shook his head. “I don’t know anything about
building a house.”Howard wrote on a notepad and tore out the page, handing it to Ryan. “You
don’t have to know anything. They will either teach you or give you a job that doesn’t require any
skills. Look, the entire leadership team is participating. Call this number and they’ll tell you when
and where to be. Make sure to wear a company shirt.”“Okay, but I was going to work on the Liza
Project this weekend.”“I guess you’ll have to come in on Sunday to finish that up. You and your
team work it out.”Ryan groaned silently. He never seemed to have enough time in his life.“And
you should find yourself a mentor.”Ryan looked up. “A mentor?”“A business mentor, someone
you can go to when you need advice, who can guide you through the management hurdles.”“So,
can you be my mentor?”Howard laughed. “You don’t want me as a mentor.” He stood. “Find
yourself a mentor who can make an impact on your life. There will be a number of senior
management at the Habitat event, you should definitely talk to them.”Ryan stood, a little
confused. He wasn’t sure exactly what a mentor would do for him. He had been fine so far
without one.Howard thrust his hand out, and Ryan shook it. “I know you have what it takes, Ryan.
Put in the extra hours at work, spend some time at that charity thing, find a mentor, and I’m sure
you’ll be the right man for the job. The position will open in a few months, so focus and keep your
nose to the grindstone.”“Okay, you can count on me.”____________________Ryan thought
about everything Howard had told him on the drive home. Putting in more time at the office
wasn’t going to make Karisa happy, but the raise could help them get ahead of their expenses
and finally start investing in their future. He patted the real estate investing book he had selected
from his desk library.“Call Karisa,” he said out loud.She picked up after two rings. “Hey hun, you
almost here?” she asked.“Yeah, in about fifteen minutes. Hey, Howard kind of offered me a
promotion today.”“That’s fantastic!” she said. “You really deserve it.”Ryan paused. “But he said
I’m going to have to work more at the office, and that I have to do some charity work this
weekend.”She was quiet for a moment. “Michael has a soccer game on Saturday.”“I know he
does, babe, but this promotion could mean a big raise. We could use that, maybe finally get us
on track.”He heard her sigh.“It’s just...” She paused again. “It’s just that you’re working such long



hours already. You hardly ever spend time with the kids. They aren’t getting any younger, you
know.”“I know, but this promotion would be a good thing. If we just stick with it, we can get there.
I’ll be home in a bit. We can talk on the way to pick up the car.”“Okay, I guess. See you at home.”
She hung up.Despite Karisa’s obvious frustration, Ryan felt excited. She would understand once
she realized how much the promotion would benefit their family. He smiled.He’d get that
promotion, become an investing expert, and then—The more places you’ll go!Learn about
investing, check. Working extra hours, check. Charity work tomorrow, check. Now, to find a
mentor.CHAPTERTWO“Ow!” Ryan shook his thumb for what seemed like the hundredth time; it
was beginning to turn purple.What was it the project manager had said this morning—to take
pride in the blood, sweat, and tears they would pour into this building today? He had that right,
Ryan thought as he inspected the damage. No blood yet, but swelling for sure.Ryan wasn’t
particularly skilled in construction. He owned some tools for odd jobs around the house—
somewhere. Maybe in the garage? Still, the last four hours had passed pretty quickly as he
mindlessly hammered away, and the blister forming on his hand had begun to throb in time with
his pulse. The work was almost therapeutic in a way though, all the physical exertion while his
mind drifted.He thought about the promotion. It would solve so many of his problems: pay off the
credit cards, start putting some money away for the kids’ college funds, and finally, they could
start investing in their future, which was coming up way too fast. They could finally get ahead of
the rat race; finally breathe.He needed to impress Howard and the leadership team.Speaking of
the leadership team.Ryan stood and stretched, basking in the sun that peeked through the
clouds while looking around in amazement at all that he and the other volunteers had
accomplished in such a short period of time. CaptivSoft had signed up for one of Habitat for
Humanity’s Team Building volunteer projects, and Ryan recognized a lot of senior managers
present, spread out around the half-built house. This house was one of four that the nonprofit
was orchestrating this week. Ryan hadn’t been a big believer on arrival, and he still wasn’t sure
about all the details, but even one house in a week would have impressed him, let alone four.He
didn’t see Howard anywhere. The Sales and Operations managers talked near the home’s
entrance, apparently on some kind of self-imposed break. He’d heard good things about them,
though never had any interaction. The senior leaders weren’t much for mingling. He just needed
to figure out his approach.
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Fintai, “Great education in a beautiful story!. I mainly read fiction, however I am diving deeper
into real estate investing and educating myself about it. I’m familiar with Rich and Kathy through
RealWealth, and read the description of the book. It seemed a nice balance of storytelling and
non-fiction education. And that it is!I have to say, by chapter 3 I was fully invested in Ryan and
Karisa's story, I found myself rooting for them and the knowledge that they were learning to
better their lives. There were parts of the book that made me laugh and parts that brought tears
to my eyes. Rich has a very natural way of telling a story, weaving in real life financial struggles
that a lot of people face with easy to manage steps to create financial freedom.There are a lot of
inspiring messages and quotes in here as well. This is not just a book about “real estate” - it’s
about finding what happiness and success means to you and manageable ways to reach it. Very
powerful! I’m so glad I read it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautifully written book that can help nudge your life in a more positive
direction.. This is a very easy to read and thought provoking book that reminds me of other well
known parables like Rich Dad Poor Dad, The Alchemist and The Pearl. There are a lot of "how
to" books out there claiming to know how to change your life in 5,10,15 easy steps. Rich Fettke's
"Wise Investor" is different - more gentle, insightful and relatable and no less profound or wise
for being that way. One of my favorite quotes in the book (there were many) was "people don't
decide their futures - they decide their habits and their habits decide their futures". Highly
recommended.”

Doug & Jane, “This book could change your life!. This book tells a fictional version of a story
many of us have lived, thanks to Rich and Kathy and RealWealth Network. You could do it too by
following the same steps. The book is a page turner and the lessons are real.”

Thomas W. Wong, “Wife started it and couldn’t put it down!. Great read, good flow and clear
from start to finish; she wants to start her own Grow book, hope we’re not too old!”

Gary Massari, “Life’s reality in story form. Rich touches the heart and makes one think about
how life can sometimes throw us a curve and how to truly prepare for them! Consistent cash
flows straightens a lot curves and leads to a road of financial freedom. I highly recommend
Rich’s book to anyone who needs a road map to freedom! Thank you! Gary Massari CEO REI
Fortunes LLC”

maggie pike, “Entertaining & Practical Advice. This isn't a dry "how-to" invest book. It's a
relatable story that gets you thinking about how important it is to prioritize time and resources in
pursuit of a balanced life. It flows like a novel and has lots of practical advice and exercises you
can do (just pretend you are Ryan and follow along with John's exercises!). I love the life wheel



exercise in Chapter 8!”

Mike Robbins, “Such a great book!. This book is so important and inspiring, on so many levels. I
highly recommend it!”

Jess Willens, “A transformative experience!. I couldn't put this book down! The author is an
amazing storyteller. I now feel really inspired to start investing in real estate. Highly recommend
this book to everyone!”

The book by Rich Fettke has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 23 people have provided feedback.
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